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Small house built on the foundation of an old barn situated in Masuria, Land of Thousand 
Lakes belongs to Anna, interior designer and her family since almost fourty years. But until 
last year it wasn’t completely renovated. Interiors got a full makeover and now this old 
house looks exactly like Anna wanted.

Interior designer decided to leave some of the heirlooms - plates from Polish factory in 
Włocławek, rattan chairs from the factory in Giżycko. She added some scandinavian 
furnitures and decorations, colorful fabrics and cosy pillows. Walls, ceiling and floor are 
now white painted which improves light inside the house. All wooden elements outside the 
building like window frames, shutters and balcony from which we have a great lakeview 
are painted in graphite blue.

It’s easier to see fox family, cormorants or a great white heron then vacationers although 
it’s still Masuria, a very popular region of Poland to spend summer holiday. That’s why 
Ania, her family and friends like to visit this place so much.

Before second war Przerwanki were a real Masurian village. Several dozen farms, dairy, 
bakery and even power station. It was a time when the place was called Wiesental what 
means Meadow Valley because village was surrounded by wild meadows of flowers. 
Today only old cemetery and abandoned habitats are witnesses of the old times. Only few 
houses have their residents, inhabitants often chose easier life in the city and city persons 
prefer other parts of Masuria. From Przerwanki it’s only thirty kilometers to Russia… but 
it’s quite impossible to not fall in love in this wilderness.

Anna arrived here for a first time in a middle of ’80 with her parents. They were seaching 
for a holiday cottage. It was April with knee-deep snow. This inaccessibility and wild nature 
at one’s fingertips convinced them to buy a house in Przerwanki. Anna’s parents spent 
there every summer holiday but after almost forty years they decided to sell the house 
because of the distance. - ‘When we and our daughters saw a board ‘For sale’ on a wicket 
our hearts broke.’ - says Anna. - ‘So we decided to keep a habitat in our family.’ -

The house is almost never vacant. Owners and their friends spend here their summer 
holiday, Anna also invites tourists into its hospitable abodes. The best way to see 
surrounding area is to ride a bike, to sail or to canoe. Gołgopiwo lake is connected with 
Great Lakes trail through the smales sluice on Sapina river. - ‘For over thirty year I 
constantly discover something new.’ - says Anna. And that’s the reason why she loves this 
place so much.


